How a Mature cash cow improved ROAM dramatically
HLH Mining Timber Pty Ltd in Johannesburg , South Africa was a division of a
publically traded company Hunt, Leuchars and Hepburn. Their business was
providing slabs and mats of timber to be used as underground support in the Gold
Mines. This took a great deal of capital invested in forests, sawmills and distribution
yards. The costs of these assets were the reason that ROAM (Return on Assets
Managed) was the major measure of success that drove the new Managing Director,
Neil Morris. The Mining Timber Division was labelled a cash cow by the holding
company and that meant little in the way of increased capital being allocated to the
division. The Steel division was to be the growth division and Mining Timber would
provide a lot of the cash needed. This did not sit well with Neil Morris and after a few
weeks on the job and manifold budget reruns, the Executive Team came up with a
budget plan designed to give a ROAM of 13%. His comment was: “OK I will give
this to the Board but want I want is 25% ROAM…and I have no idea as to how to do
that, so we will have to learn.” That authentic speaking which was a hallmark of Neil
and his team set the team on a fast learning track.
The late Rodney Blankenberg was a consultant who worked with the team to develop
an approach to productivity improvement which evolved into getting every manager
and supervisor in the organization focused on increasing productivity in their areas of
responsibility.
The measure that was developed over time and that every office or cubicle displayed
was called a RIRO (Resources In, Results Out). Each ratio was baselined and put on a
graph with a line at 45 deg. Like this:

Any visit by an executive to any office anywhere in the country first went first to the
displayed RIRO and began a conversation of what was being done to improve it.
As the sales and marketing director, the author had several RIROs which captured
such ratios as tons of wood delivered/% gross profit; #potential customers/%
captured; Tons of timber sold/%added value. This latter measure became the most
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important to marketing as we started seriously thinking about what the mines needs
were and what problems they had with our products.
To give you a sense of this, for years the slabs of timber were delivered to mining
yards and literally thrown of the trucks and dumped in a pile. This was later sorted
out by the yard workers and stacked and then again moved into the small rail cars that
would be used to take them to the workface up to 2 miles underground.
We saw the opportunity to make things a lot easier for the mines by bundling them
using baling wire so that they could be offloaded using forklifts. As we shared this
with management our milling folk saw how this would also help them, as they were
manually throwing the timber slabs into rail cars for transport to HLH Mining Timber
distribution yards, where as at the mine yards the slabs were thrown off the rail cars
and later sorted for inventory control.
The sale to the mines was based on value and we increased the price per ton AND we
saved money in transporting and handling within our mills and yards. Our RIRO took
a nice downward movement on this deal.
Every time a major expense was needed the one question asked was “what will the
impact on ROAM be?”
As our business increased through added value marketing, the number of trucks
needed went up. We used large Mercedes Benz trucks which had a 100% import tax
on them and so were very expensive. Investigating the need for the trucks it became
apparent that waiting time at the yards was an issue. They had to wait for the forklift
operator to be able to offload the truck. A visit to the Netherlands had brought to our
attention that trucks delivering timber travelled with a forklift piggy-backing on the
back of the truck. The single driver would unload the timber and then hitch the
forklift to the back of the truck. This seemed a possible solution but it soon became
obvious that the number of forklifts needed would be large. The distance to the mines
from the distribution yards was quite short and so we came up with the idea that a
forklift on the back of a pickup (bakkie in South Africa) would go from yard to yard
when summoned and offload the trucks. We saved a fortune this way and also
charged the mines for doing the off loading. A double win.
This story gives an idea as to the way focusing on productivity led to so many
decisions and inventions in all parts of the company – revamping purchasing,
producing fire retardant timber to stop underground fires, new forms of underground
support requiring a dramatic reduction in the number of railcars of wood going
underground, new high quality saw blades saving hours of milling time because of
speed of cut and longevity of the blades, reducing portions of food in canteens
coupled with a rule that more than one serving was permitted reduced food waste,
inspecting new tires for defects and rejecting up to 10% partly caused increased tire
life, making rubber molded mudguards and fixing to all trucks reducing the cost of
repairs in an area that was always getting damaged.
The bottom line was that ROAM went from 13% to 49% over a four year period.
This happened through a single focus on productivity and working on both the
revenue side – added value marketing and on the cost side through smart thinking.
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